
Size

Standard sizes (mm)

Positions:

Closed Full RelaxTV

SUITEcompact bi-power motorized
Code PE06075-XXX

600

700

800

900

1200Cycles:30.00015kg+/-1kg Load: 150KgMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs
& Sofas Actuators:2 Warranty

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Optional

Benefit: In the bi-power version, the SuIte has two 
actuators that increase its stability. evolution of the SpazIo 
family, it is an innovative mechanics because the footboard 
is able to lift even more: nine centimeters compared to 
previous versions. this aspect added to the characteristic 
“compact”, means that the mechanism is perfect to create 
padded with a higher level of comfort even in the seats 

being able to take advantage of the central vacuum due to 
the absence of the actuator in the center, all with open base 
up to 15 centimeters. the seat top is closer to the ground 
(compared to the standard mechanics), which allows the 
realization of a padded from the lowest line. the exposed 
parts can be embellished with various finishes.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00014,5kg+/-1kg Load: 150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Closed Full RelaxTV

Optional

SuiTecompact ext. footrest motorized
Code PE06240-XXX

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: With SUITE compact ext. footrest the relaxation 
experience is even more complete. Evolution of the 
SPAZIO family, the mechanics is innovative because the 
footboard is able to lift even more: nine centimeters 
compared to previous versions. In addition, thanks to the 
presence of a revised flap, the footboard area is longer. 
This peculiarity means that in closing, it does not remain 

parallel to the floor but to about 20°. Thanks to these 
characteristics, the prototyper has the possibility to design 
an even longer flap tablet to give more support to the legs 
in the opening. SUITE compact ext. footrest is perfect for 
making upholstered from the most compact seat, with a 
higher level of comfort, all with open base up to 15 cm. 
The visible parts can be refined with various finishes.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00015kg+/- 1kg Load: 150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Optional

SUITEcompact motorized 
Code PE05410-XXX

Closed Full Relax

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: With the compact mechanical Suite 
the relaxation experience is even more complete. 
evolution of the Spazio family, the mechanics is 
innovative because the footboard is able to lift 
even more: nine centimeters compared to previous 
versions. this aspect, makes the mechanism 
perfect to create padded with a higher level of 

comfort, all with open base up to 15 cm. thanks 
to the characteristic “compact” the seat top is 
closer to the ground (compared to the standard 
mechanics), which allows the realization of a 
padded from the lowest line. the exposed parts can 
be embellished with various finishes.
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Cycles:30.00017kg+/- 1kg Load: 200Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Closed Full RelaxTV

Optional

SUITEcompact reinforced motorized
Code PE07100-XXXX

Altre misure disponibili su richiesta

Vuoto

1200
Vuoto standard (mm)

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SUITE compact reinforced motorized, mechanic 
with a solid and functional structure. Evolution of the SpazIo 
family, the mechanics is innovative because the footboard is 
able to lift even more: nine centimeters compared to previous 
versions. Designed for the most spacious seats is equipped 
with reinforced bars that make the structure more resistant. 
This mechanism is perfect for creating upholstery from the 

most compact and deep seat with a higher level of comfort. 
Endless relaxation positions with simple electrical adjustment, 
all flush with the wall. The exposed parts, on request of the 
customer, can be embellished with various finishes.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00014.5kg+/-1kg Load: 150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Optional

SUITEcuore compact ext footrest motorized
Code PE07070-XXX

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Closed Full RelaxTV
(heart)
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Benefit: Through the mechanism SUITE compact 
extra footrest motorized mechanism the experience of 
relaxation is even more complete. Compact and durable 
structure ideal for upholstered with a contemporary design. 
In a relaxed position it is able to raise the legs even higher 
than its namesake, reaching the “heart position”: this 
particular position is the result of extensive studies that 

have highlighted that, thanks to the alignment “legs/ heart” 
,the feeling of relaxation is amplified. This aspect, added to 
the presence of a flap revisited that makes the footboard 
longer, makes the mechanism is perfect for making padding 
that ensure a high level of comfort, all open base up to 15 
cm. The exposed parts can be embellished with various 
finishes.



sUITE D.S.C. ext. footrest motorized 
Code PE07450-XXX

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Size

Positions:

Closed Full Relax

WarrantyMotorized Cycles:30.00015kg+/-1kg Load:150kg

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Armchairs Sofas

Optional

Benefit: With the mechanical Suite D.S.C. ext. 
footrest the experience of relaxation is even more complete. 
evolution of the Spazio family, the mechanics is innovative 
because the footboard is able to rise even more: nine cm 
compared to previous versions. this aspect added to the 
presence of a flap revisited, makes the footboard longer. 
the peculiarity of this footboard means that in closing, 
this does not remain parallel to the floor, but at about 

20°. this allows the prototypist to make an even longer 
flap tablet to have more leg support in the opening. this 
mechanism is perfect for creating upholstery from the most 
compact and deep seat with a higher level of comfort, all 
with open base up to 15 cm. the exposed parts can be 
embellished with various finishes.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00015kg+/- 1kg Load: 150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Closed Full RelaxTV

SUITEd.s.c. motorized manual
Code PE06270-XXX

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Optional

Benefit: SUITE D.S.C. is ideal for creating upholstery 
from the most compact and deep seat, giving the user 
a unique relaxing experience. Evolution of the SPAZIO 
family, the mechanics is innovative because the footboard 
is able to lift even more: nine centimeters compared to 
previous versions. Thanks to the characteristic D.S.C, the 
padding has a longer seat top than the standard version; 

it is also perfect for making compact seats, with a higher 
level of comfort. The reduced jaw thickness, allows great 
freedom when choosing the design of the finished product. 
The electric adjustment allows infinite relaxation positions. 
A wide selection of finishes allow the customer to further 
customize the design of the mechanism in order to create a 
unique padding.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00018kg+/-1kg Load:150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

SUITEinvisible advance extra leg motorized
Code PE06970-XXX

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Closed Full RelaxTV

Positions:

Optional

Benefit: SUITE invisible advanced extra leg is a 
highly innovative mechanism in fact, there have been 
inserted gas pistons to have greater support of the 
footboard than the STD mechanics. Moving the product 
is simple, it will be enough to drive the engine: the seat 
will lower and incline keeping the footboard closed, and 
then reach the TV position by raising the legs with the 
help of the pistons. Once reached the latter, continuing 
to move the mechanism, you reach the “full-relax” 
position; exponentially increasing comfort and completely 

transforming the finished product both in aesthetics and in 
usability. The motorized control of the mechanism allows 
the user to find the ideal comfort position, according to 
their needs. The peculiarity of this footboard is that it is 
even longer than the standards, and this involves, a greater 
support of the leg in the opening. The invisible effect is 
obtained by fixing the footboard to the center and no longer 
to the sides. This allows the mechanics not to influence the 
product line and to disappear completely even when the 
padding is open, keeping a clean and cutting-edge design.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00018kg+/-1kg Load:150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Optional

Suiteinvisible advance motorized 
Code PE06425-XXX

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SUITE invisible advanced is a highly innovative 
mechanism, in fact, there have been inserted gas pistons 
to have a greater support of the footboard than the STD 
mechanics. The insertion of the piston makes the mechanism 
unique. Moving the product is simple, it will be enough to 
drive the engine: the seat will lower and incline keeping the 
footboard closed, and then reach the TV position by raising 
the legs with the help of the pistons. Once reached the latter, 
continuing to move the mechanism, you reach the “full-

relax” position; exponentially increasing comfort and completely 
transforming the finished product both in aesthetics and in 
usability. The motorized control of the mechanism allows the 
user to find the ideal comfort position, according to their needs. 
The invisible effect is obtained by fixing the footboard to the 
center and no longer to the sides. This allows the mechanics not 
to influence the product line and to disappear completely even 
when the padding is open, keeping a clean and cutting-edge 
design.

ACCESSORIES

HEADREST

FINISHESKD

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM



More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00017kg+/-1kg Load:150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Optional

Suiteinvisible D.S.C. motorized 
Code PE5490-XXX

Closed Full RelaxtV Comfort

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: This mechanism from SUITE invisible 
D.S.C. series is characterized by high innovation.
It is designed to be completely integrated with 
the upholstery and provides a wide choice of 
designs and finishes of the end product. The 

footrest is fastened at the centre and not at the 
sides, creating the invisible effect. In this way, 
the mechanism disappears without affecting the 
sofa outline even when the furniture is open. 
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.000Load:150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Closed Full RelaxTV

Optional

SUITE motorized
Code PE5400-XXX

15kg+/-1kg

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: With motorized Suite, the relaxation experience 
is even more complete. evolution of the Spazio family, the 
mechanics is innovative because the footboard is able to lift 
even more: nine centimeters compared to previous versions. 
Despite this aspect, the draft of the mattress (between the 

seat and the footboard), and the holes in the stem, remain 
unchanged compared to the mechanical Spazio, thus making 
the two completely interchangeable. a wide selection of finishes 
allow the customer to further customize the design of the 
mechanism in order to create a unique padding.
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Cycles:30.00020kg+/- 1kg Load: 200Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Closed Full RelaxTV

Optional

SUITEreinforced motorized
Code PE5355-XXXX

Standard sizes

1200

Size

Different sizes available on demand

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: With SUITE reinforced, the relaxation experience 
is even more complete. Evolution of the Spazio family, the 
mechanics is innovative because the footboard is able to lift 
even more: nine centimeters compared to previous versions. 
Despite this aspect, the bobbins of the mattress (between 
the seat and the footboard), and the holes in the stem, 
remain unchanged compared to the SPACE mechanics; thus 

making the two completely interchangeable. Designed for 
the most spacious seats is equipped with reinforced bars that 
make the structure more resistant. Endless relaxation positions 
with simple electrical adjustment, all flush with the wall. In 
this model, at the request of the customer, the exposed parts 
of the structure can be embellished with various finishes in 
order to create a unique padding.

FINISHESKD
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.0007,2kg+/-1kg Load:150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Optional

SUITEslim motorized 
Code PE06210-XXX

Closed

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SUITE slim is simple and essential. 
Evolution of the SpazIo family, can be eletronically 
adjusted to different positions obtaining a 
comfortable resting posture for the legs. This 
mechanism is designed for padded fixed seat, 

as moving the footboard, the positions of the 
seat and backrest will remain unchanged. a wide 
selection of finishes allow the customer to further 
customize the design of the mechanism in order 
to create a unique padding.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.0007,2kg+/- 1kg Load:150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Optional

Suiteslim smart motorized 
Code PE06485-XXX

Closed

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SUITE slim smart is simple and essential. 
SPAZIO family evolution, can be electronically adjusted 
to different positions. The reduced size of the footboard 
makes it suitable for smaller spaces while maintaining a 
comfortable resting posture for the legs. This mechanism

is designed for padded fixed seat, as moving the footboard, 
the positions of the seat and backrest will remain unchanged. 
A wide selection of finishes allow the customer to further 
customize the design of the mechanism in order to create 
a unique padding.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00014 kg+/- 1kg Load: 150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs Sofas

Positions:

Closed Full RelaxTV

SuiTesmart motorized 
Code PE07410-XXX

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Optional

Benefit: SUITE smart motorized is simple and essential. 
Evolution of the SpazIo family, the mechanics is innovative 
because the footboard is able to lift even more: nine centimeters 
compared to previous versions. Despite this aspect, the draft 
of the mattress (between the seat and the footboard), and 
the holes in the stem, remain unchanged compared to the 
mechanical SpazIo, thus making the two completely 

interchangeable. an actuator allows you to reach endless 
relaxation positions: from the closed to the tv to full relaxation, 
all positions are “zero wall”. The reduced size of the 
footboard makes it suitable for smaller spaces while maintaining a 
comfortable resting posture for the legs. Different finishes of the 
exposed parts can be customized. The smart Suite is available 
only in the electric version.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Positions:

Optional

SUITEtwo ways motorized 
Code PE06065-XXX

Closed Comfort Full Relax

Cycles:30.00017kg+/-1kg Load:150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchairs
& Sofas Actuators:2

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: The presence of two motors, a distinctive 
element of the two ways version, allows the operation 
of the footboard from that of the backrest that move 
so independently. By operating the actuators you can 
choose to recline the backrest or raise the footboard 

or move the two elements at the same time. The result 
are endless choices in the desired relaxation position. 
The visible parts of the structure can be embellished 
with various finishes on customer request.
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More than30 measures available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Cycles:30.00017kg+/- 1kg Load: 150Kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall
Armchairs and 

sofas

Positions:

Optional

Suitetwo ways smart motorized
Code PE07260-XXX

Closed Comfort Full Relax

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Actuators:2
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Benefit: The presence of two motors, a distinctive 
element of the two ways version, allows the operation 
of the footboard from that of the backrest that move 
so independently. By operating the actuators you can 
choose to recline the backrest or raise the footboard 
or move the two elements at the same time. The 

result are endless choices in the desired relaxation 
position. The reduced size of the footboard makes 
it suitable for smaller spaces, while maintaining a 
comfortable resting posture for the legs. The exposed 
parts of the product can be embellished with various 
finishes on request of the customer.


